CORRIGENDUM

No.23/61/2017/NFP/R&D(ISA)                 Dated the November 6, 2018

Subject:— Expression of Interest for Mini-Grids (Programme - 3) and Rooftop (Programme - 4) Projects and agricultural pumps (Programme - 1)

Your Excellency,

The International Solar Alliance presents its compliments to the National Focal Points.

In continuation to the Expression of Interest for Mini-Grids (Programme 3) and Rooftop (Programme - 4) Projects number No.23/61/2017/NFP/R&D(ISA) dated the 21st August, 2018 and 24th September, 2018 it is informed that the last date of submission of the proposals is extended to 31st December, 2018. The Member Countries can also provide the aggregated demand on solar powered agricultural pumps (attached enclosure)

The International Solar Alliance Secretariat avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the National Focal Points of ISA Member countries, the assurances of its highest consideration.

Enclosure
Template for aggregation of demand Minigrids & Rooftop
Template for aggregation of demand for agricultural pumps
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